
Space has continued to be a new frontier for newer technologies, resources and possible 

alternatives should this Earth fail and die. Since the US won the space race to the moon it has enjoyed 

almost half a century of uncontested space supremacy. Yet “if the U.S. doesn’t make an effort to finance 

the pursuit of new frontiers and technologies, it could find itself losing its orbital empire...the conclusion 

behind a report issued last Friday by a 12-group coalition at the National Press Club. The report suggests 

that the key to making sure the U.S. continues to maintain an unrivaled leadership in space includes 

completing a crewed launch system, drafting stable NASA budgets with adequate funding, and doing 

more with international partners on various different projects like the International Space Station.”  

This is an issue that the US needs to take seriously as other countries are seeking to break into 

space mining and other countries are building coalitions together and excluding the US. There are 

speculations that the US has now just handed off moon exploration to other countries even though the 

moon is essential to getting to Mars in future. Analysis shows the biggest problem with NASA is its 

budget being too low. The US’s funding for space is at it’s all time low while countries like China are 

increasing their spending in space exploration and research 

While the US is still ahead and still a leader in space exploration, reports state that the US can 

not get complacent or cocky. One of the next steps that we need to take is in having a Space Launch 

System (SLS). In the status quo we have relied on Russia for crewed missions but it is crucial for us to be 

able to launch out of low earth orbit in the projected timeline of 2018. Making sure that we take this 

step has been seen as crucial to maintaining our leadership in space. 

Overall while the US still has leadership now in space they can not get cocky or complacent with 

our leadership. Many countries are moving now to up their resources in getting to space while the US 

has reached an all time low in funding and research. 

 

Resolution 1: 

The United States Federal Government should create a long term permanent budget for National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration. 

Funding for NASA is at an all time low and many congress members acknowledge this but have 

done nothing to better the situation. While the US is still ahead in the space race much analysis has 

shown that the US will not stay ahead in the space race as China ramps up its space program and other 

nations are starting to exclude the US from their coalitions 

 Potential affirmative arguments would be US leadership in space, getting off the rock to Mars, 

NASA leadership in climate studies and change. NASA affects many policies that aren’t always looked at 



like environmental issues, leadership in coalition building in other countries, new medical technologies, 

etc. This topic also allows for one to look at ideas of colonialism and the exploitation of other planets 

and resources. 

 Potential negative topics would be a China or Russian arming of space. Any China relations 

strategies would hold a lot of ground as China has been putting a lot of their effort into ramping up their 

space system to get ahead of the US. Also the negative has a lot of ground in the dangers of arming 

space. There is also ground on critical arguments as articles have been put out on the danger of 

contaminating Mars and destroying that ecosystem. Teams can also look at the dangers of investing into 

space when our own climate is degrading. Also massive links to tix. 

Resolution 2: 

The United States Federal Government should provide funding to accelerate the completion of the 

Space Launch System. 

 While the US is still ahead on the space race there have been some hindering aspects of the 

space program that hold the  US back. One of the major setbacks is that the US has had to use Russia for 

any crewed missions. The goal that has been set forth is to have completed SLS by 2018 to keep up with 

the goals that NASA has set. 

 Potential affirmatives would be US leadership in space, maintaining the momentum to reach 

Mars, also progression forward in reinvesting into our space programs again. Affirmatives could also 

look at the negative effects of not having an SLS and how that could ground us in future should we not 

have access. 

 Potential negative ground would forms of politics that focus on funding. Also there is the 

potential for Russian relations DA or possible CP to approach this. There are also DA on how the US push 

towards increasing their space programs might trigger backlash from countries like China and Russia. 

There is also potential critical ground on colonizing space and/or possibly weaponizing space.  

Resolution 3: 

The United States Federal Government should increase research and development in cleaning up space 

debris. 

 Space debris is a big problem that many people are still trying to figure out, because there is a 

lot of junk out in space, and it is incredibly dangerous. 

As of September 2012, agencies are currently monitoring 21,000 individual pieces of stuff orbiting the 

planet which are larger than about 2 inches. Anything this size which is going fast enough to stay in orbit 

poses a significant threat to satellites, spacecraft, and space stations 



 Potential affirmatives would be to look at how space debris would affect future space missions. 

Specifically missions that are going to Mars. Recently Stephen Hawking stated that the Earth only has 

1,000 years left, if this analysis is true then there is now timeframe analysis on making sure that shuttles 

and missions can still leave the earth to get to Mars. 

 Potential negatives would be to say that the status quo solves. There is a decent amount of 

research out there that states that space debris is not a problem. One could also could with allocating 

money to this program would take it away from more important programs. There also is a lot of 

negative ground to show why colonizing Mars is bad. There is still a decent amount of K ground too that 

can focus on colonization or other aspects. 

Resolution 4:  

The USFG should increase research and development in mineral extraction in space. 

There's gold in asteroids – also iron, nickel, copper and, most valuable of all, water. According to 

the proponents of asteroid mining, these space rocks are a virtual El Dorado in the sky with more 

obtainable minerals in the largest three in our solar system than on the entire Earth. The question is, 

where exactly is all this mineral wealth and how do you get it without going broke in the process? 

There's something of an international race to the asteroids underway at the moment, with countries 

from the United States to Luxembourg backing missions. On the surface it seems like a two-tier race – 

NASA and ESA are sending giant spacecraft and even manned missions, while private firms are 

concentrating on tiny probes that look like scale models. But while these approaches to asteroid 

exploration are very different, they are far from mutually exclusive. Research has shown that the key to 

long term space missions is being able to mine in space and gain resources from space. 

Potential affirmatives can look at the economics of space mining and how this will affect long 

term space missions. One could also look at the importance of US maintaining hegemony in space and 

also in space economics.   

Potential negatives can look at how expensive space mining can be. There are arguments out 

there that focus on how mining in space and bringing it back wouldn’t be worth it because it costs so 

much to go out and bring it back. There are a slew of K’s that can be read with the dangers of exploiting 

space and how this only continues to push us to exploit resources without looking or thinking of the 

consequences 

Resolution 5:  

The United States Federal Government should increase research and development in Space Based Solar 

Power.  

http://newatlas.com/nasa-arm-robotic-milestone/44907/
http://newatlas.com/luxembourg-asteroid-mining-deep-space-industries/43172/
http://newatlas.com/planetary-resources-arkyd-100-prototype/25910/


 Solar power is one of those green technologies that we all know represents the future. It is 

completely renewable and generating it has no impact on the environment. All you need are the right 

kind of conductive cells to capture the natural light and convert it into electricity. It really is that simple. 

 Potential affirmatives can focus on things like green energy technology, global warming, etc. 

One could also bring in United States hegemony in green tech and why it is important that we maintain 

heg in that atmosphere. One could also focus on advantages of solar technology and what other places 

it can take technology in future. Potential affs can also look at the importance of doing this in light of 

Trump shifting focus on global warming and green tech. 

Potential negatives can look at the massive amount of money it will take to put this technology 

in space and the negative trade off that it can have. One can also focus on other alternative energies 

that are solving now and could solve better. There are also potential geographical set back to this form 

of alternative energy. One can also dip into kritical perspective too. 

Resolution 6:  

The United States Federal government should increases funding to systems that protect satellites from 

military attack. 

The vulnerability of satellites, their ground stations, and other space assets to cyber attack is 

often overlooked in wider discussions of cyber threats to critical national infrastructure. Yet just as with 

other digital networked systems, satellites are vulnerable to cyber attacks that include data theft, 

jamming, spoofing, and satellite hijacking. All of these present serious risks for societies and critical 

infrastructures, and analyzing the intersection between cyber security and space security is essential to 

understanding this evolving problem. So too is the need for an organized global effort to confront these 

threats. Despite some progress at the United Nations and elsewhere, there is currently no international 

body dedicated to the issue of cyber security in space. 

Potential affirmatives can look at the importance of keeping our national assets protected...ie 

US hegemony is a great go to for the affirmative. One can also look at horrible it would be if the world 

was multipolar and how gaining protection of our satellites would help us not lose our hegemony. One 

could also look at how cyber hacking can irreparably damage satellites leading to problems a bigger 

space . 

  Potential negatives can look at why US heg would be bad. Also one could look at a potential 

backlash from Russia or China. One could also look at reasons why we would not need to do this or why 

other technologies are solving. 
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